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A blocking set B in a projective plane z of order n is a subset of T which meets 
every line but contains no line completely. Hence le)B n I] srz for every line i 
of 9r.I 
A blocking set is minimal if it contains no proper blocking set. 
A blocking set is maximal if it is not properly contained in any bk&ing set. 
Let B” be the complement of B in 7~. So B is a blocking set if and only if B' is 
lllaxgnal. 
Our main thxcem is Theorem 1 below, which gives sufkient conditions for the 
embpd&bility of a finite linear space in a projective plane. In particular, this 
result generalizes the embedding of the complement of a unital [3] and the 
embedding of the complement of a Baer subplane [2, p. 3171. We show, as 
corollaries to this result, that the structure of a minimal blocking set in a finite 
projective plane is uniquely determined by that of its complement, and that a 
blocking set in a finite projective plane cannot be both maximal and mimmal. A 
proof of this iast-mentioned result already appears in [6:63-_ostensibly for 1;,‘G@, q), 
but the proof is valid in any projective plan?. 
A linear spclce is a pair S = (P, L) where F is a set of LnGnts and L a set of lines, 
each line being a set of at least two points, such that each pair of points is in (on) a 
unique line. S is hivial if it has at most one line. 
IL& v = ]P], 6 = IL\. S is finite if u is finite. 
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2 LM. Batten 
A .fine with k points will be c;aUed a k-line. We also write \I\ = k. 
A pint on k lines will be catled a k-point. We dso write IpI = k. 
If p and q are distinct points of P, then pq denotes the unique line of L on p 
A pr+cW pZune ?r is a linear space in which .all lines meet and in which all 
points are on n + 1 lines, n ~‘2. E#valently,,,7r is projective if*@ lines meet and 
if w contains a quadrangle (a set of four points no three coliinear). The number n 
is call& the order of 7r. 
A nsar-pencil s a linear space with o * 3 points YX! b = v lines, one line on 
u-l points and the remainin g u- 1 lines on two points. A near-pencil is a 
degenerate projective plane in ,the ,~ense that all lines meet, but there is no 
qluadrangle. 
A triangle is a near-pen& with tl = b = 3. 
For the remainder ‘of tht? pam, ,B- will denote a blocking set in a fmite 
projective pla c n n or ‘-&d&r it; &d. l/k vvi%l d&p the complement of B 
ia ?T. 
We need the following resul& FMofs O@ the first two lemmas tie immediate, 
and can be found in [S, Lemmas 13.1.4 and 13.1.73. 
LaaDnra 1. A biocking set B is minimal if and onty if for every point p of B, there is 
gome line I of7r such hat Bnr={p). 
Ckdky. A maximat b&king set atw&ys contains n-tines. 
-2. F’oranybZockingsetBwehaue IBlan+S. 
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1flG.n for ali liti t; 
lpl=norn+lforaltpoi&p; 
two n-points both miss some x-tine; 
two intersecting -iines both miss either one tinz or one n-point, but not both; 
(5) two disjoint non-n-lines or a non-n-line and an n-point both miss some 
n-lide; 
Tkelt. S is a triangle, or is uniquely embed&& in a pr@ectiW plane rr of or&r n 
and ** w maximal b&king set in W. 
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phoof. If S is a near-pencil then by (1) and (2) it is a triangle. So we may assume 
that S contains a quadrangle. 
We nobit that n-lines exist, since otherwise, by (5) we may conclude that all 
lines meet implying by Lemma 3 that S is either a projective plane or a 
near-pencil. We have already disqualified the second possibility. The first is not 
possible as (1) and (2) together imply that S has order n - 1 in which case, n-lines 
exist. 
Any fmxi pa-line 2 determines a partial spread, which we shall denote by 11111, 
because of (2). For each n-line I, we call lllll a ‘new point’, and for any line h of S 
define 11111 Ih ($111 belongs to h’ or ‘ljZ\l is on h’) if and only if h E llZ[l. 
Finally, we introduce ‘new lines’ as follows. Let p be an n-point. For any n-line 
1 not on p, we say ‘p belongs to 1121~. Let Ip be the union of p and all partial 
spreads to which it belongs. 
NOW let w be the pair (P*, L*) where P” is P (the set of ‘old points’) along with 
the set of new points, and L* is the set of new lines along with the set L, each line 
of L augmented by its new points where applicable. (We shall call these latter the 
‘old lines’.) We show that v is a projective plane of order n. 
We first show that any line I of T has at least two points. If Z came irom L. then 
there is nothing to prove. Thus we need onljr consider the case that Z is a new line. 
Here, by construction, it sufhces to show that any n-point p misses some n-line= Ii 
this is not true, then by (3) we may assume that there is a unique n-point p, and 
that all n-lines pass through it. Let 1 bie any line on p and let q E Z \{p}. Let h be a 
line on q, h # 1. So h is not an n-line. Now by (5) there is an n-line missing p 
which is a contradiction. 
For any two points of v we want to show that they are on a unique line 
together. If both points are old this is clear. Suppose one is old, p, and the other is 
new, x. Let x = lIZI\ where Z is an n-line of S. If there k a line of ]\Zll on p then we 
are finished. Otherwise, p is an n-point and by construction is on a unique new 
line with x. Finally, suppose both points, x and y, are new. Let x = l]Zll and y =11Z’11, 
1 and 1’ n-lines of S. Since x# y, we have 1 n 1’ is a point. By (4) there is either a 
line or an n-point, but not both, missing Z and I’. If a Ziue h misses both 1 and 2’. 
then h is on x and on y by defmition, and it is a unique old line on x and Y. By 
(4) then, there is no new line on both x and y. If there is an n-point p ~missing I 
and I’, then by (4) there is no old line on x and y, and clearly the unique new lk 
on p is on both x and y. 
So 71 is a linear space. It contains a quadrangle since S doas. We need only 
show that any two lines Z and h of P meet each other. 
L$ 1 and h are disjoint old lines, then by (5) they appear togetkr in some partial 
spread and therefore meet in T. 
Suppose Z is old and 4 is new, p an n-point of S. We may suppose p 6 Z. If 1 is 
an n-line then p belongs to llZl\ and we are done. Otherwise, (5) implies that 1 and 
p together miss an n-line h in S and s0.bot.h belong to I\h\\. Thus 1 and i, mixt 
in ?r. 
%&iy, let & and ,6 IM new liti, p-and ,q distinct n-points of S. By (3) some 
u&e 1 of S fnisses both p and q and so /ill belongs to &, and 4 in W. 
?'h* *,~~:;a~@~ 'pIane' g&,&&y ;a -o*r bon;. m:xmw* b 
rmiguety:~t~~:~,<Hu-_baasaYotionz'-, ,-i : .’ ,;....., ‘,,.’ ;. 
‘fcl ~~,~t’Si38’rt.~~~.~~,~tset_in la, +e,&ow_ thet SS is a minimal 
bkjckihg a: Siisce s lit~ aE Shm*.mt n pants, it is-clear that every lie of n 
tweets SC,. Morwver, by the above construction of n, lint% of ZP contain at most n 
$biIlts. FiIl&y,~imiy poinwf .sF is:a ‘~neM:point~and Won an n-line of .S. By 
A ~;S’_ni$jt&i; .; .-., 
T%is ccnrqdeti the proof of the t%eorexn. U 
Tkanaaz The sfnuWe.of OminimuMocktng set B in Q finite pmjectiue plane ?r 
of order n is uniq&y determined by that of its wmpkmxmt. 
,. !. 
hodt.By ?lM!cwem 1-it..t~~ts.~w~:that~-B” satifim (l)-?(Sb Condition (1) 
Mlows from &e fad that IF isifselfa- b!ocking set and ,therefore ontrtir~ no line 
completely. : , :. j : : , ,! .-: ; . : I. : ‘. ‘, 
‘By ihe ecNo&uym Lellma.1) B’ izcMaim;n-lines. suppase the point p of B’ is 
onMl~then-lines of 8’. By Lkmna 1; ne 1%+3~. .This contradi& Lemma 2 and 
$rovus (2); 1 ” :.. . 
Xf p anbq are u-points of I#‘+, tire aredistinct n-lines of,B;l and k say, such 
that pfzL’q& If 1 and~h:intedseetiir&epoint 5 thenknma-.l implies thereis 
an n_llitweof&~oa_x,which~~~~.~pand:q_So(3)iStrue. 
To prove (4), let 1 and h be intersecting n-lines of I#‘,, and let x and y be the 
-dug uniqnely~&temiined points of B. Since ‘x and y are on a unique 
line of 7~ n&sing both land h:in ST, and since xyc B, xy ni?” is either an n-point 
of BF or a ;line ,of B’-and.% uniqtkly~ determkd. 
The:pmofof~(5) is similar to tkproof of(3). .O 
.T%e uJnstrU@on of &inzal and Caximal Mocking sets is not ~difkult. For 
exaiupk, let Irka- projective @ane of finiteorder n ) 4. Remove .a point x, along 
vrith~points;but~oEeofezchaf~o~Ia~~honx,Callthe,remaining~ints 
p ano q. %ally remove’ one point y fWrn the line pq, y # p, q, and remove: the 
lines 1 and h front the line set of W. What remaina 6 a maximal blockiug set, whicb 
can be verified either by checking that (l)-(S) hold or by showing (Lemma 1) that 
each. ‘missiig’ point is cl1 .sn n-line of what remins. 
‘lhomm3. L~BBub~kingset~a.finitep~j~~planelffo~ordern. ‘IhenB 
c~mwt be both minimal amI maximal. 
-.. ,‘I ...I ;. , , ,.:, ’ ,. ; :i,,..: ., 
g%~& Because of Theorem 1; we rnay’suppose both that 3 is ,nGnimal and that it 
sati%+ c~n&.ion~ (l)-(5). By.Lemma 1, every @nt p: of B is on a line whose 
intersc tion with B is precisely {p}. So p is an n.point of .B. 
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Since B’ is minimal each of its points is on a line whose intersection with B” is 
precisely one point. Moreover, by Lemma 2, we may suppose B’ contains distinct 
points x and y. Let the corresponding distinct n-lines of B be I and h, which must 
intersect. 
Suppose p is a point of B on neither I nor h. Since p is an n-point, condition (4) 
implies that p exists and is unique and that all lines meet either I or h. It follows 
that all points of B are in 2 U h U(p). 
Now let I f~ h = (4). By the above argument, q is on three lines and so n = 3. 
But then B has six points and (3) and (5) fail. Thus we have a contradiction 
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